Host AGM_Darlene says:
Prelude:  The Away teams have all been beamed aboard.  A B'tryn battle cruiser is on an intercept course with the Erie responding to the deactivation of their seismic devices.

Host AGM_Darlene says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<< Resume Kootenai Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Steps off the turbolift and walks over to his console::  CO: Sir, the seismic devices were successfully destroyed.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Brings the auxiliary power generation systems online, turns to the CO after their automated diagnostics are complete:: CO: Backup and auxiliary power systems online and running at optimal performance.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Sitting in the command chair on the Bridge::  CSO: Acknowledged.

SO_Taliza says:
::Sits on biobed in Sickbay, waiting to be treated::

CTO_Marek says:
::Setting all weapons to be ready to fire at command::

CMO_Tae says:
::Walks over Taliza::  SO: What happened to you?

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Relieves the officer at his station and begins scans of the area::

CIV_Danforth says:
::Standing at the OPS station behind and to the left of the CO::

SO_Taliza says:
CMO: I got thrown into a shuttle bulkhead when we crashed near that volcano.

MO_Sovok says:
::Walks over behind Kara and looks at who she’s talking to::

CIV_Danforth says:
CTO: Satok, I've got three alternative battle plans ready to take on the B'tryn if necessary, please review them.

CNS_Alana says:
::Enters the Bridge from the turbolift and walks towards the CO::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Locks in on the cruiser and scans::  CO: Sir, intercept with the battle cruiser in ten minutes.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Nods to the Captain and turns back to his console then tunes the gravimetric calipers to optimal efficiency for the new shield configuration:: CTO: Reconfiguring shields for optimal performance against disruptor type weapons.

CMO_Tae says:
::Picks up her tricorder and scans him::  SO: Ouch.  That doesn't sound very pleasant.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CSO: Acknowledged.  ::Turns to see the CNS enter the Bridge:: CNS: How are your piloting skills, Ensign?

CTO_Marek says:
CIV: ::Sees the console:: Gamma Epsilon -1, would be fine, Danforth.

SO_Taliza says:
CMO: I think my shoulder is separated and a few muscles are torn.  I was in quite a bit of pain, but the tactical guys pulled some meds out of a kit to dull the pain enough for me to operate on the mission.

CIV_Danforth says:
CTO: Nice choice.  ::Smiles::  I think we should keep Delta Alpha - 2 as a backup if things turn nasty.

CNS_Alana says:
CO: Well, if I am needed, let's give it a go, shall we?  ::Sits down at the conn::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Closely monitors the ships systems, especially the power generators::

CTO_Marek says:
CEO: Re-modulation complete, optimal reconfiguration, Commander.  This must be enough, I guess.

CSO_Pavielion says:
CEO: Have you read anything about their shielding system, can we find a way to localize the modulation frequency and punch through?

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CNS: Very well, Ensign.  Prepare evasive maneuvers on my command.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CTO: ETA to intercept with the B'tryn vessel?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Turns to the CTO:: I hope they are, Commander.  ::Looks over to the CSO::

CTO_Marek says:
CO: 9 minutes, 25 seconds, Sir.

CMO_Tae says:
::Looks down at her tricorder scans::  SO: It seems that way.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CTO: Acknowledged.

CNS_Alana says:
CO: As you order, Sir, acknowledged!  ::Checking flight patterns::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CIV: Hail the vessel.

CTO_Marek says:
::Sharing data sensor logs with the USS Lincoln tactical computer::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Attempts to penetrate the vessel’s hull and determine how many fighters are on board::

SO_Taliza says:
CMO: Can you patch me up, Doc?

CIV_Danforth says:
COM: B'tryn battle cruiser: B'tryn, this is the Erie, please come in.

CNS_Alana says:
::Checking flight pattern of B’tryn vessel::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Turns back to his console and adds scanners to them.  Scans the ship and tries to localize their shield frequency modulation:: CSO: Trying now, Sir. ::Taps away at his console::

CIV_Danforth says:
::Waits patiently for a response while modifying the Erie for battle::

Host AGM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The B'tryn answers the hail.

CIV_Danforth says:
CO: Sir, they've responded.  I have them on screen.  ::Puts the B'tryn on screen::

CMO_Tae says:
SO: That's my job.  ::Puts some equipment on the biobed and reaches over to make sure his shoulder is in place before she starts to mend it::  SO: Tell me if it hurts.

SO_Taliza says:
CMO: YYYYYYYEEEEEEEEOWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW!!  ::Gives the CMO a dirty look::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Stands and walks forward::

CSO_Pavielion says:
CEO: Hopefully they don't have the ability to automatically rotate modulations, if we are lucky after a couple shots we will be able to adapt to their shields.

Host AGM_Darlene says:
ACTION: On the viewscreen a tall, bald creature appears with cold black eyes and leathery skin.

CMO_Tae says:
::Stops moving her hands, holding his shoulder in place::  SO: I'm guessing that it hurts.

CTO_Marek says:
CO: All security teams assumed battle position. ESF-1 team has been assigned to all sensitive areas.

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Glances up at the view screen for a moment, notices the creature resembles his own appearance, goes back to his sensor scans::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Nods to the CTO::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
COM: B'tryn: Commander: I am Captain Valar Mitchell of the Federation starship, Erie.  We are on an emergency evacuation rescue mission.

CIV_Danforth says:
::Sends text message to the CTO's screen:: CTO: Satok, I've rerouted auxiliary power to the shields so that they now run at 110%.

MO_Sovok says:
::Looks at the CMO:: CMO: Kara, err…. Lieutenant, need any help?

Host AGM_Darlene says:
<B'tryn Commander> COM: Erie: CO: Federation trash!  You will pay for your interference!  ::Cuts the COM abruptly::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Turns to the viewscreen and turns back to his console as his fingers dance across it, shaking his head at the B’tryn Commander and mumbles:: Self: Calling us trash?  ::Almost growls:: Better not be calling...  ::Emphasizes:: MY ship trash..  I'll show you whose ship is trash. ::Taps fiercely at his console::

CMO_Tae says:
::Glances back at Sovok::  MO: Could you give him a painkiller?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sees a minor problem, quickly assigns an Assistant Engineer to handle it:: CSO: Yes, I hope they don't either.  ::Thinks for a moment::  Maybe we could adapt our computer to scan their shields to try to counteract that possibility? ::Thinks the computer should be able to::

CIV_Danforth says:
CO: Well, I guess we have our answer.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Raises an eyebrow at the sudden outburst from the B'tryn Commander::

CNS_Alana says:
::Fingers ready to push in commands for evasive maneuvers::

MO_Sovok says:
::Nods and loads a hypo, programming it and injecting it into the SO::

CTO_Marek says:
::Answers text message from CIV:: CIV: Acknowledged, I think we are going to need every bit of extra power.

CMO_Tae says:
SO: No need for that look.  Would you rather I mended it in a weird position?

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Turns to the CIV:: CIV: Hail the Lincoln.

CIV_Danforth says:
CO: Sir, I've been able to reroute power through the array to boost shields and phasers.  I'm having the OPS crews maximizing the yield on our torpedoes.

SO_Taliza says:
CMO: That wasn't for the pain.  It was for the comment.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CIV: Acknowledged.

CNS_Alana says:
::Sensing much frustration from the B'tryn Commander::

CIV_Danforth says:
COM: USS Lincoln: USS Lincoln, this is the Erie, please respond.

SO_Taliza says:
::Feels the painkillers work:: MO: Thanks.

Host AGM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The USS Lincoln responds to the hail.

CMO_Tae says:
SO: Fair enough.  ::Holds his shoulder in place and begins mending it::

CSO_Pavielion says:
CO: Sir, since the planet has be evacuated we could outrun them and return when we have a larger battle group.

CIV_Danforth says:
CO: Sir, I've got the Captain of the Lincoln, on screen.  ::Puts the Lincoln Captain on the screen::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CSO: We will cross that bridge when we come to it, Commander.

SO_Taliza says:
::Waits for the muscle mender to do its job::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Turns to the viewscreen::  COM: USS Lincoln: Captain Roth: Captain, we have been successful in disabling the devices causing the seismic eruptions on Rylian II, however a B'tryn battle cruiser is on an intercept course.  If they launch their fighters we will be out gunned.  Request immediate assistance our coordinates.

CNS_Alana says:
CO: Holding course at 1/4 impulse, Captain.

CIV_Danforth says:
CTO: Satok, you've got shields at 110% and phasers at 105%.  I might be able to squeeze a bit more out of the phasers.

Host AGM_Darlene says:
<Captain Roth> COM: Erie: CO: Captain, we have completed the off-loading of the Rylian miners and are on en route to assist you, ETA 55-minutes at maximum warp.  Roth, out.

CMO_Tae says:
::Works for a couple more minutes and then moves her hands back::  SO: How does that feel?

CSO_Pavielion says:
CTO: Does the battle cruiser itself have any weapons?

SO_Taliza says:
::Tests shoulder:: CMO: A little stiff, but better.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Listens to the Bridge crew talk and makes minor adjustments to the ship’s systems, hoping to bring the ship to its full operational capability::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Turns to the crew as she walks back to the command chair::  All: It would seem we are on our own for at least 55 minutes.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CIV: Open a ship wide COM, please.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Turns to his Captain and nods::

CIV_Danforth says:
CNS: Ensign, be ready to use flight pattern Gamma Epsilon 1.

CMO_Tae says:
::Nods::  SO: It'll be stiff for a while.  You can go, but if it gives you any trouble, come back and I'll see what I can do.

CTO_Marek says:
CSO: Basic defensive systems, shields and disruptors, no menace to us, Sir.

CIV_Danforth says:
CO: Yes, Sir. ::Opens ship-wide COM::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks to the CTO with a smile, then quickly turns back to his console::

SO_Taliza says:
CMO: Did you also get the rest of my injuries?

CTO_Marek says:
::Nods to the CEO::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
*Ship Wide* Attention all hands this is the Captain.  All hands to battle stations.

CMO_Tae says:
SO: I didn't know you hurt yourself THAT badly.

CNS_Alana says:
CO: Aye, Sir, course laid in and ready for activation on your mark.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CTO: Red Alert, raise shields

CSO_Pavielion says:
CTO: Then it would seem if we can lour the fighters away from the mother ship, we can pick them off one at a time and then move in and take out the mother ship, or at least disable it.

SO_Taliza says:
CMO: Just checking.  I have to run.  ::Exits Sickbay::

MO_Sovok says:
::Chuckles:: CMO: A bulkhead is a big thing ::Grins::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Checks the engineering crew roster and makes sure that the Engineering Department is at battle stations.  Forces a smile and hopes for the best::

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Aye, Sir, red alert status engaged.

CNS_Alana says:
::Checking course outlay::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Sends science teams to their scanning and damage control positions::

SO_Taliza says:
::Enters turbolift:: Computer: Bridge!

Host AGM_Darlene says:
ACTION: As the Erie climbs steadily up into the atmosphere B'tryn fighter vessels begin launching from the battle cruiser forming an attack formation and holding position on both sides of the battle cruiser.

CMO_Tae says:
MO: True.  Prepare Sickbay for casualties.  ::Picks up her equipment and starts putting it away::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Watches the automated diagnostic complete without any problems and continues to fine-tune the ships shields and weapons::

CIV_Danforth says:
CO: Cutting power to unnecessary areas, boosting power to shields and phasers.

MO_Sovok says:
::Looks over at Kara and smiles:: CMO: Nice work Kara.  This is the first time I've actually seen you really relaxed at work.  ::Turns to get his medical supplies::

CNS_Alana says:
CO: I sense that the B'tryn Commander thinks they have been attacked and they are in retaliation.

CIV_Danforth says:
::Begins rerouting power through the phaser and shield arrays::

SO_Taliza says:
::Exits turbolift at the Bridge:: CSO: I'm ready to resume duty, Sir.

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Ships have launched, Sir!

CSO_Pavielion says:
SO: Take your station and get as much data on those fighters as possible.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CTO: Acknowledged.

CMO_Tae says:
MO: I'm never relaxed.  If I relax, I get distracted and do something wrong.

CIV_Danforth says:
CO: Sir, should we launch shuttles to help battle the fighters?  I've got three flight crews standing by.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CNS: Agreed.  I believe they are responding to the deactivation of their devices.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Glances towards the OPS station:: CIV: Negative, Commander.

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Aye, Sir.  ::Assumes station and scans fighters::

CTO_Marek says:
CSO: I would advice against that Sir.. That could mean endanger the Erie.

CNS_Alana says:
CO: Yes, thus the reason they must feel they need to respond.  Try to talk to them again, Sir.
 
Host CO_Mitchell says:
CNS: I do not believe they will respond.  Their Commander seemed quite determined.  Evasive pattern Delta 7.

MO_Sovok says:
::Feels slightly depressed as she contradicts him again.  Continues to gather supplies and decides not to say anything::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CTO: Ready phasers!

CNS_Alana says:
CO: Delta 7, Acknowledged!

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Phasers ready to fire at command. ::Checks targeting system::

CMO_Tae says:
::Puts her equipment away and glances around for anything else that has to be prepared::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks at the power distribution network’s performance and tunes power node Alpha 317:: Self: Hmm..  ::Goes back to monitoring and tuning the ship’s defensive and offensive systems::

CSO_Pavielion says:
CO: Sir, with the severe turbulence of the planet, we could most likely evade the fighters by dropping well into the planet's atmosphere, any fighters that tried to follow us would most likely be heavily damaged or destroyed by the turbulence.

CNS_Alana says:
CO: Sir, don't you think it is worth a try, may be they will listen to reason!

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CSO: We must try to keep them occupied while trying to make our escape at the same time.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Can't help but to laugh at the CSO's idea, thinking its a good one, but quickly quiets down and continues his work::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CTO: Return fire!

OPS_Kerst says:
::Enters turbolift:: Bridge!

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Gladly! ::Pushes the red button:: Firing first phaser volley 

Host AGM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The Erie takes several hits to the port side.  Shields are down to 70%.

SO_Taliza says:
::Takes readings from the shots absorbed by the shields::

CNS_Alana says:
CO: Sir, I suggest to try to keep them talking, they can't fight and talk at the same time!

OPS_Kerst says:
::Feels ship shake::

MO_Sovok says:
::Rocks slightly but grabs a biobed::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Checks the status and proximity of the fighters, hears a chuckle from the CEO's direction, raises an eyebrow and makes a note of it for later, checks the fighter's battle positioning::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Rocks from the impact::  CNS: There is your response, Ensign.  Evasive pattern Omega 2.

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Shields down to 70% on port section. No casualties reported.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Turns to the CTO with a sigh:: CTO: You've got about all she can give you... ::Shakes a bit from the hits the ship is taking:: I'll see what else I can do! ::Turns back and holds onto the console while tapping away::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Exits turbolift on Bridge::

CNS_Alana says:
CO: Aye, Sir!  ::Lays in course for Omega 2 pattern::

CIV_Danforth says:
::Holds on::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CIV: Increase power to the port shields.

CTO_Marek says:
CEO: Hope you will figure out something brilliant Commander

CNS_Alana says:
CO: Executed.

OPS_Kerst says:
::Heads for OPS station::

CIV_Danforth says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Shifting power balance and increases power to the port shields::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CTO: Target the lead vessel and fire phasers!

OPS_Kerst says:
CIV: Thanks for covering, report?

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Diverts power from backup sensors systems to the shield grid, sends teams out to repair damaged sensor nodes::

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Targeting forward phasers, firing now!

CNS_Alana says:
::Feeling the ship rock against the fire power::

CIV_Danforth says:
OPS: Shields are weak on the port side.  Compensated for it with extra power.  Phasers are at 110%.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Quickly dispatches Damage Control Team Alpha 03 to the port shield systems:: CTO: I hope so too.. ::Scans the ships then reconfigures his scanners for multi-phasic, multi-channel, multi-mode tuning::

Host AGM_Darlene says:
ACTION: Phaser fire takes out the lead fighter only to be replaced by another.

CIV_Danforth says:
OPS: B'tryn battle cruiser and fighters attacking us.

CNS_Alana says:
::Thinking like a counselor and wants to talk to these people::

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Direct hit on lead ship. They are recomposing their formation.  Setting new target.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CNS: Keep us headed for Rylian IV.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Tunes his scanners for optimal performance and activates Engineering Damage Control dispersal baker 002::

SO_Taliza says:
::Makes analysis of the weapons, finds they're ordinary disruptors::

CSO_Pavielion says:
SO: Can you detect any weakness in their shield system or hull design that we can exploit?

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CTO: Fire at will!

OPS_Kerst says:
CIV: Good. I'll take over now. I think tactical good use some help analyzing their attack patterns.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CSO: Scan the battle cruiser for weakness.

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: I'm on it.

SO_Taliza says:
::Scans the ships::

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Firing!  Two more ships hit.  Retargeting phasers.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sends a message to the Assistant Engineers that reads: “Yes!  Damage Control dispersal Baker 002.  Defensive and offensive systems have top priority."  Then continues with his efforts::

MO_Sovok says:
::Looks over at the CMO and watches her walk across Sickbay.  Sits down and waits for something to happen::

CIV_Danforth says:
::Takes his traditional position to the right of the Captain and begins tactical analysis::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Scans the cruiser again, checks hull design and strength, as well as the format of their shield system::  CO: Doing so, Sir, also scanning the smaller ships for weaknesses.

OPS_Kerst says:
::Tries to bring port shields back up faster::

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: I've found a weakness right here.  ::Points to a point on the dorsal side of the battle cruiser::

CTO_Marek says:
::Firing port side phasers:: Self: Boy, they are stubborn.

CEO_Corjet says:
*Assistant Engineer* All Engineers are to man their stations!

CMO_Tae says:
::Can't find anything left to do but wait for any casualties that come in::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Stands and rushes to tactical station two and taps in some commands to adjust the targeting scanners:: CTO: These modifications will allow automatic targeting of the closest ship to the Erie.  ::Rushes back to the command chair.

CIV_Danforth says:
CNS: You're doing great, Ensign.  Increase thrust by balancing the engines.

CTO_Marek says:
CO: ::Raises an eyebrow:: I see, Sir. Interesting concept.

MO_Sovok says:
::Looks over at her and wonders if she will sit down near him::

CNS_Alana says:
::Making changes to evasive maneuvers and executing them precisely::

CEO_Corjet says:
<Assistant Engineer> ::While looking at the rest of the Engineers, shakes his head:: *CEO* Aye, Sir. ::His voice trails off::

CIV_Danforth says:
::Notices the rotation of shield frequencies and begins to look for patterns::

Host AGM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The B'tryn battle cruiser fires a volley of missiles at the Erie.

CNS_Alana says:
::Balancing the engines::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Raises eyebrow::  SO: acknowledged, I will scan the battle cruiser and determine where best to attack it, please scan the small fighters.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CTO: Continue firing.

CTO_Marek says:
ALL: Missile impact in two seconds.

CEO_Corjet says:
CSO/CTO: They're rotating their shield frequencies.  ::Taps away at his console:: Trying to figure out their algorithm.

CNS_Alana says:
CO: Increasing power to thrusters.

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Aye, Sir.  ::Scans the fighters::

OPS_Kerst says:
*CEO* Our shields are taking a pounding.  Anything we can do to help shore them up some?

Host AGM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The missiles hit the Erie directly, rocking the ship and sending it spinning backwards.

CTO_Marek says:
CEO: Adjusting phaser frequency to compensate. 

CEO_Corjet says:
::Quickly sends a message to his Engineering department: "Incoming!":: OPS: Doing what I can.  ::Grabs onto his console and almost falls::

SO_Taliza says:
::Feels the ship lurch backwards from the impact::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Rocks in her chair::

CTO_Marek says:
::Grabs his console to avoid hitting the floor:: 

CNS_Alana says:
::Grabs console tightly as ship rocks::

CEO_Corjet says:
<Assistant Engineer> ::Shakes his head and falls to the floor, not expecting the impact so soon::

CMO_Tae says:
::Grabs onto the edge of a biobed to keep her balance::

CNS_Alana says:
::Adjusting headings::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Gets back up and checks his scanners:: CTO: Aye.

Host AGM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The Erie's shields are down to 50% as the fighters continue to fire their disruptors.

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Direct hit on front shields. They are holding at 50%

MO_Sovok says:
::Falls off the biobed and breaks his fall with his arm... Feels something in his arm but ignores it.  Scowls slightly and stands up then sits back down on the bed::

SO_Taliza says:
::Continues to find weaknesses to the fighters::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CNS: Evasive pattern Gamma Epsilon 1.

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Tries to steady himself on his console, finishes his first hull integrity scan of the main cruiser::

CEO_Corjet says:
*Assistant Engineer* All Damage Control Teams to the shield generators!

CNS_Alana says:
CO:  Gamma Epsilon 1, executed, Sir!

CMO_Tae says:
::Looks over at Sovok, knowing that he's hurt himself::  MO: Stay put on that biobed.

MO_Sovok says:
::Looks over at the CMO:: CMO: Kara, I'm fine.

CEO_Corjet says:
*Assistant Engineer*:Quickly orders Damage Control Teams to the shields:: *CEO* They're there.

OPS_Kerst says:
CO/CTO: I'm diverting more power to the shields but they having trouble keeping up with all this.

CMO_Tae says:
MO: No, you're not.  ::Picks up a tricorder and walks over to him::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CSO: Any weaknesses in the battle cruisers defensive grid?

CIV_Danforth says:
::Holds on to his seat::

MO_Sovok says:
::Sighs and sits down::

CSO_Pavielion says:
CO: Sir, I believe sensors have detected a slight weakness in the aft-most dorsal section of the main cruiser, though it doesn't seem to be very substantial, I am transmitting the coordinates the tactical now.

Host AGM_Darlene says:
ACTION: Wounded personnel begin flooding into Sickbay with injuries ranging from broken bones to severe burns.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Quickly works on the shields, and their generators, doing what he can without actually being there::

CTO_Marek says:
OPS: Agreed. ::Continues firing like crazy over the ships.  They look alike a bunch of furious flies::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CNS: Bring us directly under the battle cruiser.

MO_Sovok says:
::Stands up and ignores his arm:: CMO: Sorry, Sir. ::Takes his tricorder out and walks over to the first person in, helping them up onto the bed::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Has to begin switching to emergency systems due to primary ones taking damage, attempts to clear up static in the readings::

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Shields holding, so far 8 ships are disabled.

CNS_Alana says:
::Maneuvering  near the cruiser::

CIV_Danforth says:
CO: Sir!  I've got their shield rotation frequencies!  Punching them into the CTO's station now!

CMO_Tae says:
::Motions other medical personnel to organize the patients and grabs Sovok's other arm::  MO: Sit down.  I need you to work at top efficiency.  Which means fixing that arm.

CIV_Danforth says:
CTO: Satok, she's all yours.

Host AGM_Darlene says:
ACTION: Phaser fire from the CTO and with help of the modified targeting scanners take out several more fighters.  They burn up as they plummet into the atmosphere.

CNS_Alana says:
::Swiftly running across flight control board::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CIV: Acknowledged.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Starts getting reports on the Erie's shields.  Orders the Engineering teams to get them back to 100%::

MO_Sovok says:
::Looks at her hands on his arm and subsides:: CMO: Okay.

CTO_Marek says:
CIV: Nice work.

CNS_Alana says:
::Maneuvering Erie just under the cruiser::  CO:: Erie is in position under the cruiser.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CTO: Target those coordinates and fire!

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Targets locked!  Firing in 2, 1... now!

CSO_Pavielion says:
CTO: Sensors show that a full phaser shot lasting approximately five seconds should be able to punch through that specific area of their shield grid and hopefully cause an overload.

OPS_Kerst says:
::Keeps trying to balance power to keep the shields up::

CMO_Tae says:
::Guides him back to the biobed and sits him down::  MO: Good choice.

Host AGM_Darlene says:
ACTION: Disruptor fire from the fighters hit the Erie's port nacelle.  Impulse engines are offline.

CEO_Corjet says:
<Assistant Engineer> ::Quickly adjusts the ships shield generators to compensate for the loss in efficiency:: Self: I hope that helps.  ::Orders other engineers around::

CNS_Alana says:
CO: Holding position and matching speed.

CSO_Pavielion says:
SO: Anything on the fighters?

OPS_Kerst says:
::Mutters:: Crap!

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Nothing yet.

CTO_Marek says:
CSO: Setting phasers emitters to emit a five seconds shot.

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Impulse engines offline!

CEO_Corjet says:
::Slams his fist onto the side of the console, almost screams:: ALL: Impulse Engines off line.

MO_Sovok says:
::Looks over at the other people in Sickbay:: CMO: They need more attention then me!

CIV_Danforth says:
CTO: Better make those shots good, Satok.  I don't know how we'll do as a stationary target.

CNS_Alana says:
CEO: I need more power if I am to maintain this position.

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Direct hit on port side nacelle!

CEO_Corjet says:
CNS: We're doing what we can.  ::Looks to the CO::

CNS_Alana says:
::Thinks: Darn!::

CMO_Tae says:
::Looks at him::  MO: They won't be able to get anything if you can't use your arm.  Now do you want medication for the pain or not?

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Orders a section of the science lab evacuated for radiation precautions::

MO_Sovok says:
::Nods:: CMO: Yes, thank you.

CTO_Marek says:
CO/CSO/CIV: First volley of five-second phaser shot firing now.

Host AGM_Darlene says:
ACTION: Sickbay is flooded with wounded personnel.  There are no open bio beds for the new arrivals.

CTO_Marek says:
CO/CSO/CIV: Direct hit on target! 

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CNS: Keep our heading towards Rylian IV.  CTO: Continue firing!

CIV_Danforth says:
CMO: Doctor, please send all additional wounded to Cargo bay 1.

SO_Taliza says:
::Continues scans on the fighters::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Turns to his console:: CO/CTO: Shields coming back up.  Hopefully they'll be back within a few minutes if my engineers can make something work.  Captain, permission to head to Main Engineering?  ::Moves out of the way as a replacement engineer comes in::

CMO_Tae says:
::Picks up a hypo and injects him with it before setting his arm with her hands::  MO: Tell me if it still hurts.

CMO_Tae says:
*CIV* Acknowledged.

CNS_Alana says:
CO: Course is laid in, Sir.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CEO: Granted, Commander.

Host AGM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The Erie has taken out about a dozen fighters.  The battle cruiser is damaged but not much.

MO_Sovok says:
::Waits to feel the affects of the injection then stands up suddenly, jogging over to one of the more severe patients::

CTO_Marek says:
CEO: Acknowledged, Commander.

CNS_Alana says:
CEO: let me know when warp speed is up again.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CTO: Shield status?

MO_Sovok says:
::Takes his tricorder out and scans the man on the biobed, assessing his damage::

CEO_Corjet says:
<Assistant Engineer> ::Grunts in frustration as he starts finding that he's having problems coming up all over the place::

CSO_Pavielion says:
CTO: The grid is weakening, try to keep fire localized and we should be able to disable if not destroy the mother ship.  ::Detects the shield system weakening and the hull taking minor damage::

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Sir, working at 75% and increasing.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CEO: Engine status?

CMO_Tae says:
::Sighs with exasperation::  MO: Sit down already!  I can't work if you don't!

CTO_Marek says:
CO: We have destroyed 13 ships. Minor damages are detected on the cruiser.

Host AGM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The battle cruiser launches another volley of missiles.

SO_Taliza says:
All: Missiles inbound!

CIV_Danforth says:
ALL: Hold on tight!

CEO_Corjet says:
CO: Impulse Engines offline at the moment.  Haven't gotten a report yet. ::Sighs:: Warp engines online.

MO_Sovok says:
CMO: These people are more important then my arm! ::Continues to work::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Loses the primary port sensor grid, brings all the backups online, dispatches damage control and science teams to get it working::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CNS: Evasive pattern Alpha 3!

CTO_Marek says:
CSO: Aye, Sir. ::Continues with the programmed sequences and increases phasers intensity::

CMO_Tae says:
MO: These people can't get the proper treatment if you only have the use of one arm!  You know that, as well as I do!

CNS_Alana says:
::Senses anger from CO::  CO: Evasive patterns Alpha 3, now Sir!

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Tries to interface with the missiles and divert their course::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Hopes their lockouts are primitive::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Almost runs into the Turbo Lift and heads to Main Engineering::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Has power, but can't make shields recharge any faster::

MO_Sovok says:
CMO: I'm sorry Sir, but I refuse treatment at the moment.. ::Finishes on one of the patients and moves onto the next::

Host AGM_Darlene says:
ACTION: As the evasive maneuver is engaged the missiles fly past the Erie and hit two of their own fighters blowing them into tiny pieces.

CEO_Corjet says:
<Assistant Engineer> ::Slams his fist into the side of the console as he becomes swamped with reports and work coming from all over the ship:: Self: Commander? ::Sighs and recomposes himself and does what he can::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Continues trying to access the missiles before they hit::

CMO_Tae says:
MO: I can order you, Ensign.  You work under my command.

CIV_Danforth says:
CNS: Nice flying, Ensign!

CEO_Corjet says:
::Quickly runs out of the turbolift and enters Main Engineering proper:: Assistant Engineer: Report!!!  ::Taps away at the primary diagnostic tables console::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CTO: Status on the fighters?

MO_Sovok says:
CMO: Then court martial me. ::Finishes a second patient and moves onto a third::

CTO_Marek says:
::Sees the ship vaporized by their own missiles:: CIV: They have lousy tactical officers....

CIV_Danforth says:
CTO: Apparently so. ::Smiles::

OPS_Kerst says:
*CEO* We need impulse engines back online, with out them we're an easy target. Then keep those shields up.

CNS_Alana says:
::Looks over toward CIV::  CIV: Thanks, would you believe I have not done this for a while!

Host CO_Mitchell says:
*CEO* ::Sounding very urgent::  We need those engines, Randy. 

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Sighs::  SO: try accessing the computer systems of the fighters, I will try the battle cruiser, perhaps we might be able to gain access to their main systems and take control, it is a long shot, but worth a try.

CTO_Marek says:
CO: 10 fighters are still firing over us. The cruiser experimented minor damages... 

CEO_Corjet says:
<Assistant Engineer> ::Taps away at his console, sending more and more Engineers to the shields and impulse engines:: CEO: Impulse Engines offline.  They seemingly took a direct hit.

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: The only weakness I can see, Sir, is their antiquated weapons system.

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Aye, Sir!  Hacking is my specialty.

CEO_Corjet says:
*OPS* We're picking up the pieces down here.  Doing what I can.  ::Looks to the Assistant Engineer with a slight snarl::

SO_Taliza says:
::Tries to hack into the fighters' guidance computers::

CNS_Alana says:
::Sensing more frustration from CO, looking toward her and wanting to give her all the answers::

Host AGM_Darlene says:
ACTION: Another volley of missiles are launched from the battle cruiser.

CEO_Corjet says:
*CO* Doing what I can.  I'll know more in a couple of minutes, Sir.

OPS_Kerst says:
*CEO* Do we have warp?

CTO_Marek says:
CO/CSO: I think I'm detecting what could be an overload on their shields system.

CSO_Pavielion says:
SO: Yes, but if we cannot penetrate the shield grid we cannot exploit any hull or system weakness.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CTO: Fire!

MO_Sovok says:
::Injects the third patient with a hypospray then moves onto a fourth::

CIV_Danforth says:
CNS: We need more magic, Ensign!

CMO_Tae says:
::Gives up on Sovok for the time being and moves onto other patients::

Host AGM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The USS Lincoln arrives and enters the battle.  A barrage of disrupter, missile, phaser and torpedo fire light up the darkness of space, B'tryn fighter vessels flying in all directions, firing on the Erie and the Lincoln.

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Firing all phasers, maximum intensity on targets now!

CSO_Pavielion says:
CTO: The indicated section possesses a primary power junction, if we did succeed in causing enough damage it can cause an overload.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Turns to the Warp Core and then to the warp control console.  Taps a few commands into it:: *OPS* Checking.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CNS: Evasive pattern Gamma 9!

SO_Taliza says:
::Continues hacking into the fighters' computers::

CIV_Danforth says:
CO: The Lincoln has arrived, Sir!

OPS_Kerst says:
ALL: HA! Take that.  CO: The Lincoln has engaged the B'tryn!

CNS_Alana says:
::Turning the Erie to Evasive pattern Gamma 9::  CO: Executed, Sir!

CTO_Marek says:
CSO: I will attempt to make a direct hit over that section once more. That should be enough

CEO_Corjet says:
::Gets more reports on the impulse engines:: *OPS* Online and fully operational. ::Turns to his other console::

MO_Sovok says:
::Sets the woman’s leg that he is working on an heals some cuts on her face... Injects her with a pain killer and moves on::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Continues attempts to take gain access to the main ship's computer systems, maybe he can at least slow them down::

Host AGM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The USS Lincoln manages to take out 4 fighters but the battle cruiser is still firing missiles at both ships.

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Four ships are down, Sir. 

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CTO: Vessel status?

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: I'm not getting in, Sir.  They have multiple firewalls on their fighters.

CEO_Corjet says:
<Assistant Engineer> ::Looks to Corjet:: CEO: Impulse engines almost online.  Just a few more minutes to get the nano-processor initialized. ::Taps away at his console, initializing the impulse engine nano-processor::

CSO_Pavielion says:
CO: Sir, permission to transmit the shield grid weaknesses to the Lincoln, so they can concentrate on that area as well?

CIV_Danforth says:
CO: Damage control teams are being sent to levels 4, 5, and 6.  Extra personnel are assisting in Sickbay and the cargo bays.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CTO: Target the battle cruiser, quantum torpedoes, full spread!

CTO_Marek says:
CO: We are causing their shield system to overload. 

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CSO: Granted.

CEO_Corjet says:
*CNS* You should have impulse in a few minutes, hopefully sooner.  ::Looks at the Assistant Engineer::

CSO_Pavielion says:
SO: Acknowledged, begin coordinating damage control.  We have already lost the primary port sensor grid, if we lose the backup we are blind.  ::Transmits the coordinates of the weakness to the Lincoln with instructions to concentrate fire there::

CTO_Marek says:
CO: I will attempt a direct hit on coordinates indicated by Commander Pavielion.  Firing torpedoes on 3, 2, 1, now!

Host AGM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The wounded are lining up outside the Sickbay doors.

CNS_Alana says:
*CEO* Only Impulse?

OPS_Kerst says:
CTO/*CEO* Our shields can't take too many more of these missile hits!

Host AGM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The torpedoes hit their mark.  The shields on the battle cruiser are down.

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Aye, Sir. ::Coordinates damage control::

CTO_Marek says:
::Follows the torpedoes on his screen:: OPS: Acknowledged. I think we won't need them anymore if this works

CEO_Corjet says:
*CNS* Warp engines have been online, impulse will.... ::Receives a nod from the Assistant Engineer::  Impulse online too!

CMO_Tae says:
::Looks over at the doors of Sickbay and mutters quietly::

CSO_Pavielion says:
CO: I have a solid sensor lock on their weapons systems, sending information to tactical.

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Direct hit, Sir! 

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Transmits data::

MO_Sovok says:
::Looks around::  Computer: Computer, activate the Emergency Medical Hologram.

CNS_Alana says:
CEO: Thank you, Commander!

Host AGM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The Lincoln takes out the last of the fighters then they begin firing torpedoes on the battle cruiser.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
*CEO* Engine status, Randy?

CTO_Marek says:
::Receives transmission:: CSO: Firing phasers over indicated coordinates.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CTO: Another volley, fire!

MO_Sovok says:
<EMH>: Please state the nature of the medical emergency.

CEO_Corjet says:
*CO* Warp and Impulse engines online, Captain.  ::Says a bit satisfactorily::

CNS_Alana says:
::Excited at the battle in flight::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Notices an area go blank::  SO: I just lost Section 14 on the sensor grid.  All systems have gone down in that area.  Get someone down there quick please.

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Firing!  ::Pushes the red button. Thinks: He really loves to be a CTO::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
*CEO* Good work, Commander!

MO_Sovok says:
EMH: We've got a line of people outside that door. ::Points:: I have to treat them as you can't leave.  Monitor the situation in here.  I'll file the more severe people inside.  ::Takes his equipment and leaves::

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Shields at 93% and increasing.

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Yes, Sir.  *Repair team 2* Get to section 14 and repair the sensors in that area.

CMO_Tae says:
::Notices the EMH and moves towards the Sickbay doors to take the other injured personnel down to Cargo Bay 1::  MO: You're in charge while I'm gone.

CTO_Marek says:
*CEO* You are the best, Commander!

CNS_Alana says:
::Thinks: Whew!::

Host AGM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The last volley of quantum torpedoes hit their mark as the Lincoln fires at the same time.  The battle cruiser explodes in a brilliant light.

MO_Sovok says:
::Nods and treats one of the patients in a line outside of Sickbay and heads back inside::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: All primary systems online, some secondary systems are offline, but they are not affecting ships performance at this time.

CSO_Pavielion says:
CO: Sir, do you want to disable or destroy the battle cruiser?  I have located a primary power junction that is already destabilized, if targeted the ship will most likely overload and  ::Stops as the ship explodes on the view screen::

CNS_Alana says:
::Maneuvers the Erie away from the exploding cruiser::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
OPS: Acknowledged.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CTO: Status?

CTO_Marek says:
CO: We got them! ::Sees the explosion:: Massive power failure all over the cruiser::

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Too late, Sir.  We've got them!

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Relieved:: OPS: Hail the Lincoln.

CMO_Tae says:
::Grabs a med kit on her way out and moves into the halls to treat the minor injuries::

MO_Sovok says:
<EMH>: ::Tends to people in Sickbay and makes sure things are running smoothly::

CTO_Marek says:
CO: The cruiser is destroyed, Sir, no survivors. 

CNS_Alana says:
::Watches forward view screen as cruiser explodes in brilliant colors::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO; Aye, Sir! ::Hails the Lincoln::

CSO_Pavielion says:
SO: Acknowledged, continue with repairs, I will begin mapping the debris field and possibly setting up a salvage operation.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CTO: Acknowledged, Commander, nice shooting.

SO_Taliza says:
::Wishes we took some prisoners::

Host AGM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The Lincoln responds.

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Several wounded reported on all decks, no casualties. ::Blushes:: Thanks, Captain.

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: I have the Lincoln.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Stands from the command chair and faces the viewscreen::  OPS: On screen, please.

MO_Sovok says:
::Walks around Sickbay and notices a man who must have missed treatment, walks over to him looking at his severe burns::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Activates main view screen::

SO_Taliza says:
::Continues coordinating repairs::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
COM: USS Lincoln: Captain Roth:  Nice shooting, Captain.

CNS_Alana says:
::Bringing the ship around to match heading and speed of The Lincoln::

CTO_Marek says:
CIV: I'm proud of having you aboard this ship, Danforth.

CMO_Tae says:
::Cleans and mends various cuts and bruises on the least severe people and sends them back to their stations::

CSO_Pavielion says:
*CEO* When you can spare the manpower, I have lost the entire primary sensor grid.  We have switched to backups, though Section 14 of the grid has gone completely dead and we are blind in that area for the time being.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
<Captain Roth> COM: Erie: CO: You too, Captain.  What is your status?

CIV_Danforth says:
CTO: Thank you, Mr. Marek, same to you.

CIV_Danforth says:
CNS: Great job Ensign.

CTO_Marek says:
::Initiates a long-range sensor sweep in search of B'tryn reinforcements::

MO_Sovok says:
::Begins to work on the man with the bad burns::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Gathers his senior Engineers together:: *CSO* Noted Commander. ::Looks to his senior engineers a bit sadly::  I've got a team on their way.

CIV_Danforth says:
::Concerned that we had the B'tryn completely disabled and we destroyed them::

CNS_Alana says:
CIV: Yes, I was good, wasn't I?  ::Laughing a little::

CSO_Pavielion says:
SO: Will you be able to write the report on the battle cruiser, the fighters, as well as their weaknesses for transmission to Starfleet Command?

Host CO_Mitchell says:
COM: USS Lincoln: Captain Roth: We have sustained several injuries to the crew, however no casualties reported.  We will be fine after a few repairs.  I am happy to report that my away teams were successful in disabling the devices causing the seismic activity on the planet.  I believe it is safe for the Rylians to return to their mining operations.

CNS_Alana says:
::Sensing a bit of concern from CIV::

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: I will.  I just need the data you collected on the cruiser.

CSO_Pavielion says:
*CEO* Acknowledged, I already have a few teams working on the problem.

OPS_Kerst says:
CNS: Yes, nice flying. When did they start teaching CNS to fly like that?

CEO_Corjet says:
Senior Engineers: I know you all know your work.  ::Paces a bit::  I also know and understand that you don't like my Baker series of orders.  ::Stops and looks at them as other engineers scurry about Main Engineering, picking up the pieces::

MO_Sovok says:
::Continues to work, wondering why he can't stabilize the man's vitals::

Host AGM_Darlene says:
<Captain Roth> COM: Erie: CO: That is good news, Captain.  I will have my science teams begin geological scans and inform Starfleet Command.

CNS_Alana says:
OPS: Well, when there was a request for a CNS to replace Commander West, the stipulation was that the new CNS be able to hold her own in flight control too and I fit the bill.

CEO_Corjet says:
<Senior Engineers> ::Some of them look to each other and then back to Randy, not saying a word::

CMO_Tae says:
::Sends the most critically injured crewmembers into SB to get treatment::

CTO_Marek says:
CIV: We must now focus on being ready to fight against B'tryn reinforcement. I'm sure we will soon meet more cruiser.

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Transmits the data to the SO's station::  SO: Done, please have the report ready by 18:00 tomorrow.  In the mean time I will be mapping the debris field and continuing the damage coordination.

CIV_Danforth says:
CTO: You're right.  ::Still concerned::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
COM: USS Lincoln: Captain Roth: Very well, Captain.  We will return to the planet and off load this equipment.

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: You also want me to add the information on the volcanoes?

Host CO_Mitchell says:
<Captain Roth> COM: Erie: CO: Acknowledged, Roth, out.

CEO_Corjet says:
Senior Engineers: I have those set of orders for a specific reason. ::Takes a long pause as he looks to one, and paces to the next, looking at each and every one of them in the eye before heading back to his position as Chief::

OPS_Kerst says:
CNS: A women of many talents. I like that. ::Smiles::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Turns to the crew:: All: Excellent job, to all of you.  OPS: Open a ship wide COM.

MO_Sovok says:
::Watches the tricorder as the man dies... Swears under his breath but moves on as more people come into Sickbay::

CTO_Marek says:
CO: I think the USS Lincoln should perform a constant scan while we are offloading, I suspect that we will face another battle very soon.

CNS_Alana says:
OPS: Thank you.

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Opens ship wide COM:: COM open.

SO_Taliza says:
::Starts on the report::

CEO_Corjet says:
<Senior Engineers> ::They all look at each other, starting to figure out why he does have them then stands at attention::

CSO_Pavielion says:
SO: That we be included in a separate report, though feel free to compile that information when we do write that report up.

MO_Sovok says:
::Treats the remaining people and calls the EMH over:: EMH: Is everyone still doing well and stable?

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Aye, Sir.

MO_Sovok says:
<EMH>: Yes, everyone I treated and watched over are in a stable condition.

CMO_Tae says:
::Sees that there are only a few minor injuries left in the hallways and wanders back into SB, sending other medical personnel out to finish up::  MO: How many patients are left to be treated in here?

Host CO_Mitchell says:
*Ship Wide* Attention: This is the Captain.  Good job to all.  We have succeeded in eliminating the B'tryn battle cruiser and all of their fighters.  We are returning to the planet surface.  Prepare to offload the equipment from our cargo bays.

CEO_Corjet says:
Senior Engineers: They're in place because...  ::Pauses as he hears the ship-wide com::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
*CEO* Congratulations, to your crew, Randy.  Begin setting up the teams to off load the equipment back onto the planet.

MO_Sovok says:
EMH: Thank you, Doctor.  Computer: Computer, deactivate EMH.  ::Watches as the EMH disappears and sits down against a wall, looking around Sickbay:: CMO: None, I've got them all.

CNS_Alana says:
CO: New flight headings, Sir?

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CTO: Blue alert, Commander.  ::Sits down in the command chair::

SO_Taliza says:
::Hears blue alert, and prepares for landing::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sighs and shakes his head:: Senior Engineers:  You heard the Captain.  Sama, Tomar, your teams will handle that.  The rest of us will continue.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CNS: Prepare to land the ship, Ensign.  ::Thinks::  Umm... you DO know how to land the ship, right?  ::Raises an eyebrow::

CEO_Corjet says:
*CO* Aye, Sir, they're on their way.

CSO_Pavielion says:
CO: Sir, I have begun mapping the debris field, permission to begin a salvage operation of the larger and operational pieces of equipment?

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Aye, Sir. ::Coughs:: Sir, about my last suggestion?

MO_Sovok says:
::Sighs and drops his tricorder onto the floor as he hears the blue alert::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CTO: Yes, Commander?

CNS_Alana says:
::Looks at the Captain and raises an eyebrow::

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CSO: Granted.

CMO_Tae says:
MO: Then sit down and don't move, understood?  I'm going to treat that arm and if you move away again, I'll relieve you of duty.

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Could we not simply beam the equipment down from the Cargo bays? ::Doesn't want to get caught on the planet if there's another attack::

CSO_Pavielion says:
CO: Thank you Sir, I will dispatch the shuttles in teams and have them return if they detect any B’tryn vessels.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Nods:: CSO: Acknowledged.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
::Looks at the Ensign’s raised eyebrow::  CNS: Ah....I see.  ::Turns to Danforth::  CIV: Commander Danforth, do you know how to land an Intrepid class?

CIV_Danforth says:
CO: Yes, Sir.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
OPS: I believe our CNS can use the practice at landing an Intrepid class starship.  ::Looks to the helm station with a slight grin::

CTO_Marek says:
CO: I suggested the Lincoln should be in a permanent alert, making constant long-range scans, searching for B'tryn reinforcements.

MO_Sovok says:
::Looks up at her and tries to smile, but can't force anything but a plane dull expression onto his face::

CTO_Marek says:
CO: I think that we will soon hear from them again.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CTO: I believe Captain Roth will handle that, Commander.

CIV_Danforth says:
::Stands up and stands behind the CNS::

CNS_Alana says:
::Stands and yields the conn to Danforth::

CIV_Danforth says:
CNS: There is a first time for everything, Ensign.  Please, take a seat.  I will guide you.

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Begins looking over the personnel list for those best suited for the salvage mission::

CMO_Tae says:
::Walks over to him and scans his arm with the tricorder in her hand::

CNS_Alana says:
:: Nods to CIV and sits back down::

CSO_Pavielion says:
::Sends a message to the shuttle bay to prepare the shuttles for a salvage mission::

CNS_Alana says:
CIV: Ready whenever you are.

Host CO_Mitchell says:
CIV: And, Commander, please do not forget to engage the landing struts.

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Excuse my impertinence, Sir.  Blue alert status engaged, crew is ready to begin landing procedure.

MO_Sovok says:
::Looks up at her:: CMO: I'm sorry, Kara.

OPS_Kerst says:
CNS: Just don't scratch the paint. Cap' will make you repaint it yourself if you do. ::Grins::

CNS_Alana says:
::Chuckles a little::

CIV_Danforth says:
CO: Of course, Sir.  ::Smiles:: CNS: Take her down slowly, Ensign.

SO_Taliza says:
::Chuckles at OPS' comment::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sighs as his Senior Engineers disburse, then heads to his console.  Taps away at it then pauses:: Assistant Engineer: You have Main Engineering.  I'm heading to check up on my children then I'll be heading to the shield systems. ::Walks over to an equipment locker and pulls out a toolkit, tricorder and secondary toolkit for the shields.  Walks out of Main Engineering::

CNS_Alana says:
::Making mental note not to scratch the paint::

Host AGM_Darlene says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Kootenai Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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